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About This Content
Gat is back! He was “the best damn cop Seoul’s got.” Now he’s a man with just one thing on his mind: revenge, and somehow,
someway, LEGION’s gonna pay.

Content included:
Johnny Gat
4 agent skins
5 weapon skins
1 Gremlin tech
1 vehicle skin
1 unlock mission
1 personal mission
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Deep Silver Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
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a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7/8/10 64bit
Processor: Intel Core i3-3240 or above / or AMD equivalent
Memory: 8192 MB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or above / or AMD equivalent
Storage: 38 MB available space
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Gat is the best. In my opinion he is the best DLC char, hell i might even go as far as saying he's the best agent in the game. I can
do some serious beatings with ol gatty boy. So if you tired of hardtacks bs try GAT problems will be solved lol. Gat is my go to
agent since I aquired him he hasn't left the squad. Highly recommend him.. now all we need is a johnny cat easter egg.
Additional character DLC. Johnny Gat is a pretty great agent, at the very least the best of the shotgun agents. Not a lot to say
about him other than him being a bit of a glass cannon.. It's Gat. if you don't know who's Gat, why are you here? if you DO
know Gat, know that he won't disappoint in here too. because he's Gat.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing love Gat, the best
character in a video game ever. I preordered so I got him for free. Not much to say. It's gat. His missions are cool and fun, I love
his dialogue and I like his vehicle skin. But that doesn't mean it is flawless. His ultimate is horribly innefective because of the
glitches that doesn't let me lock on to the enemies which is what is needed for this ultimate. I also think they have to buff his
shield a little bit because from my experience in the 14th difficulty, he dies faster than any other agent i have played.. I JUST
BOUGHT THIS AND ITS NOT SAYING I OWN IT
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Gat's a glass cannon character that's great at taking out high priority targets and building up Mayhem meter quickly but he's also
one of the most fragile characters in the cast, he comes with the ability to survive lethal attacks and gain fortify from it but more
often than not you'll just end up like Alex Murphy from Robocop.
Gat works best when used as the main enemy sweeper after another agent debuffs and stuns other enemies so he can come in
and clean up safely. Gat can be a great destructive force once he gets some more skills and stats to help with surviving, paired
with the right agents and a proper setup he can be a great choice for difficulty 15 and is a recommended character to use due to
how easy it is to adjust to him.
Don't expect much when it comes to Saints Row fan service though, you'll only get one or two lines with Pierce and Oleg,
there's no mention of anything else and his personal mission is just a fairly mediocre loose cannon cop scenario. The Gat Outta
Hell skin is nice though.. It looks like he's a glass cannon since his mayhem ability makes him stand still. His shotgun deals a lot
of damage, so moving and shooting at the same time makes good play of him. I prefer Lazarus though.. Read this if you're going
to get Johnny Gat.
Okay, he's buggy, Real buggy. His mayhem ability is bugged and targets the wrong person when you're trying to kill a boss.
(Mayhem is he gets pistoles he's standing still and auto locks) What sucks is that only few shots on the target they don't die you
move on. It's so hard for it to lock onto a boss, when it does after like 10 shots it goes to new target ;-;. When i have like 4
people and kill them with my mayhem ability i usually end up staring at the wall with my two pistoles. His mayhem ability is
pretty powerful tho. He's a skinpiercer and a Deadshot. His special does alot of damage. He gets out his smg's and shoots in a
cone with a fair width and distance. His main attack is a shotgun that deals heaps of damage with alot of ammo he's op and
should get him!. Pretty much the same as what I said about the Agent Safeword DLC, applies here. At \u00a34 it's well worth it,
it's two missions one to unlock, and one story mission.
His Mayhem gun kata is awesome.. A bit of a glass cannon, Gat boasts a powerful ranged shotgun and an auto-aiming John Woo
send-up Mayhem. Unfortunately the Mayhem often has problems locking on target, leaving you pointing at a wall despite
knowing there are enemies around. It also renders you immobile but not invunerable, so it's a very risk-versus-reward attack,
with a lot of the risk being the game's mechanics. Still, it's Gat, and if that's enough for you, then so is this DLC.. I got Gat from
the preorder. Is this more new content?. honestly i LOVE the game i also love Gat, he is funny, wacky, blood thirsty and
honestly i only play him.
therein lies the problem I ONLY PLAY GAT! he is so broken at max level with his point blank shot gun and his invuln mode
pistols which when button mashed dish out more damage than most and nearly match peirce in dps.
unless Gat gets a major nerf getting him will make you so OP it sucks challenge out of nearly any task
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